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Abstract. Modified Sine-Gordon equation is established to investigate the kink soliton motion affected
by core impurities. The dragging force that the core impurities exert on the moving kink soliton is
determined by computer simulation of diffusing of solute atoms in dislocation core .The soliton motion can
be dissolves into two kinds of movement : the changing of soliton position and soliton shape. These two
kinds of movements correspond to the longitude core diffusion(LCD) and transverse core diffusion(TCD)
of solute atoms respectively . We solve the equation of these motions numerically, temperature internal
friction peak and stress amplitude internal friction peak are discussed. The results are compared with the
anomalous interrial friction peaks in AI-Mg,AI-CUalloy.

The diffusion of solute atoms in alloy,has two kinds of different methods,namely,the bulk diffusion along the
dislocation line and the diffusion in the dislocation core.Diffusion of solute atoms in dislocation core has lower
activation energy.
In 1950,T.S.Ge[l] had observed a nonlinear anelatic internal friction (NLAIF) peak in AI-Cu alloy, which
showed abnormal stress amplitude effect. This phenomena had furtherly studied by Ke and his coworkers in
AI-Mg,AI-CU alloy[2] ,and a serials of nonlinear relaxation peaks were found. At room temperature ,the IF
peaks were marked as PO,PI, P"1 from low to high temperature respectively.The activation energy of these
IF peaks was approximately one half of it in bulk diffusion, therefore,Po,Pl ,P"1 are considered as nonlinear
power dissipations of atoms diffusion in dislocation core.ln 1960's, Ke and Zhang[3] proposed a moving kink
model to illustrate the abnormal behavior of P 1 peak in AI-Cu alloy. Quantitative calculation of internal
friction of moving kink caused by TCD and LCD should be taken based on this model.
Some dislocation internal friction theory had focused on nonlinear anelatic internal friction(NLA1F) For
example ,mechanical or thermal pinning (depinning) of dislocation string line from pinors[4],or furthermore, the
anchor points in dislocation string line[5];and diffusion of solute atoms in dislocation core[6][7]. But these
models had not considered the kink configuration in dislocation line. As supported by the experiment
performed by Ke et.al, the nonlinearity of moving kink due to the interaction between solute atoms and
kink, should be taken into account of NLAIF.

2.Computer Simulation study on the Dragging Force of Core Impurities.
The moving dislocation line on the Peierls potential can be treated as one-dimension atomic model developed
by Frenkelp] and Seeger[S].ln'order to simulate the dragging effect of the core impurities, we should use the
following second-order differential-differenceequations to describe the propagating kink in dislocation line :
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Here ;~o=(2?r/a)(~d~)'/~;
K the the elastic constant of relative atom displacement ;ui is the displacment (scaled
with respect to al2n)of the i-th atom in Frenkel model; fd and F, are the dragging force and applied external
force respectively(sca1ed with respect to 2ada); and t is time scaled with respect to (dm)'". a is the lattice
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parameter; m and U. are atom mass and Peierls bamer height respectively. we use periodic boundary
condition: uo =un+2n:.
The core impurities move according to the Langvin equation :
d r
D
- = - fd(t)+ 17, (t)
dt
T
c q,(t) >= 0 , , < 77, (t)rl, (t') >= 2D6(t - t'
r is the position vector of the core impurities related to the kink center G.D the diffusion constant and T the
temperature near the dislocation. The dragging force in Eq.(2) can be determined by the following relation[6] :

Here U is the interaction energy between impurity and kink and the interaction constant. we use Eq.(l) to
determined at each time step At the kink center position G and kink velocity VC=d&ldt(scaled with respect to
(ml~a~)'"),then the dragging force fd can be calculatedfrom Eq.(2)-(3).
Fig.1 shows the dragging force at various temperature when the kink moves under constant applied
force. The force-velocity relation shown in Fig.(l) can be characterized as the followings:
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B. is the viscosity coefficient ; Vo=Dla is impurity jump velocity. This Debye type dissipation had been

proposed to calculate kink dynamics in Ref[6] and ReqlO].
3. Motion of Kinksoliton under Periodic Applied Stress

.

It is well khown that in the frame of continum approach,we will obtain Sine-Gordon equation (all in
dimensionless unit):
- (bZz = s i n 4
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This equation has a solution of kink-type soliton:

&(g) = 4a r c t

it presents the characteristic shape of dislocation kink. (here :

Now we exam an impurity situated at 5=0, the interaction potential can be approximated as the
following simple form:
= @Q(< + 4,) l
(6)
CO is the dislocation core radio(w2a). Taking into account the dissipation effect and the pinning effect of the core
solute atom , we derive the modified Sine-Gordon equation:
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Using perturbation theory. We can expand I$ in the complete set of basic function fk(t) described in Ref[l l]:

Therefore Eq.(7) can be dissolves into two set of equations:
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Use soliton coordinate frame (5,~)
,the change of soliton position relative to its proper frame is :

1
xo[2!= g Y(Ol z)
while Y

(11)

( 5 , ~ ) correspond to the changing of soliton shape due to the perturbation :

(12)
Y(4, z)= I Y ( k ,z!fk (5!d
In a dissipation medium , the soliton is a deformed particle under the action of harmonic force. Eq.(9) and
Eq.(lO) described the deformation affected by transerve diffusion of core impurities(TCD) and longitude
diffusion(LCD ) respectively.lf soliton movement is affected by TCD ,Eq.(lO) can be ignored because soliton
does not displace relative to the soliton coordination frame. If soliton motion was controlled by LCD, (9)
should not be considered because of the slight change of the soliton kink shape, the soliton can be treated as
a oscillator in the <-direction under applied force in the soliton coordinate frame.
For summary ,Eq.(9), Eq.(lO) will be used to calculate the internal friction of TCD and LCD; we have to turn
to the computer aided numerical calculation. During TCD ,the energy dissipation of soliton is determined by:
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In LCD process ,the internal friction can be calculated as follow:
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4. Ampiitude Dependent internal Friction Peak Due to LCD and TCD

The quantity of parameter mentioned in the above equations could be found in ReqP]. Then we get the
numerical result of internal friction peak at various stress amplitude,these curves are shown in F1g.2 and
Fig.3. When stress amplitude increases , the peak temperature of TCD internal friction peak shifts to
higher temperature and peak intensity decrease. When the temperature increase, the amplitude internal
friction peak appears in high amplitude and IF decrease.
If LCD is dominated, 'the internal friction peak shifts to lower temperature When V. increase, . It has
different amplitude behaviours with TCD process.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
The dislocation kink can be treated as a soliton, the motion of a kink satisfies the Sine-Gordon equation. When
solute atoms diffuse in dislocation core, the damping of the kink result in the changing of soliton position and
shape.
We used Debye dissipation term to described the damping of dislocation in solute atom atmosphere it1
dislocation core. When TCD is dominated, the position of soliton does not change relate to the soliton
coordinate frame, but the shape of soliton will be modified by TCD process. The numerical result of internal
friction peak and amplitude peak agree with experiment result of ?"Ipeak. When LCD is considered, the
shape of soliton was slightly modified. The perturbation of LCD on the motion soliton is to change its position.
The motion equation of soliton in this situation interprets the P'I peak well.

The condition that core impurities perform their TCD and LCD may be related to their activation over
l
the Peierls barrier of the first kind and the second kind respectively. Further analyse of these process w ~ lbe
given.
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Figure 1: Dragging force of core impurities at
different temperature D=Doexp(-U/kBT).Atom
numbers N=500, kink wide w=30atom span.
At=0.001 ,b=0.5, AdkBT=2; ro=2.
(in dimensionless unit).

';
Figure 2: Temperature dependence Q
under various stress am~litudeA.
Internal friction is normalized
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence Q;'
under various stress amplitude A. Internal
friction is normalized to G15A.

